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An L-fuzzy topological space is said to be suitable if it possesses a non- 
trivial crisp closed subset. Basic properties of and sufficient conditions for 
suitable spaces are derived. Characterizations of the suitable subspaces of the 
fuzzy unit interval, the fuzzy open unit interval, and the fuzzy real line are 
obtained. Suitability is L-fuzzy productive; nondegenerate 1 “-Hausdorff spaces 
are suitable; the fuzzy unit interval, the fuzzy open unit interval, and the fuzzy 
real line are not suitable; and no suitable subspace of the fuzzy unit interval, 
the fuzzy open unit interval, or the fuzzy real line is a fuzzy retract of the fuzzy 
unit interval, the fuzzy open unit interval, or the fuzzy real line, respectively. 
Without restrictions there cannot be a fuzzy extension theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] the L-fuzzy unit interval was constructed and a fuzzy version of the 
iirysohn lemma was obtained. However in the literature there is not even a 
conjecture concerning a fuzzy version of the Tietze extension theorem. The 
question can be generally stated: let (X, T,), (Y, T,) be two L-fuzzy topological 
spaces, let A be a crisp subset of X endowed with the L-fuzzy subspace topology 
T,(A), and let f: (A, T,(A)) -+ (Y, 7’z) be fuzzy continuous; under what 
conditions, if any are needed, will f extend to a fuzzy continuous g: (X, T1) + 
(Y, Z’e) ? One of the results of this paper shows that unless some conditions 
are imposed there cannot be an L-fuzzy extension theorem. One reasonable 
condition to impose is that p(A), the characteristic function of A, be an L-fuzzy 
closed set in (X, Tr). If 4 $ A g X and p(A) is an L-fuzzy closed set in (X, T,), 
A is a suitable closed set, and (X, 7’r) is a suitable L-fuzzy topological space. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study suitable closed sets and conditions 
which guarantee their existence. In Section 2 preliminary notions are discussed, 
in Section 3 basic properties of suitable sets and spaces are given, and in Section 
4 characterizations of the suitable subspaces of the L-fuzzy unit interval Z(L) [l], 
the L-fuzzy open unit unterval (0, 1) (L) [3], and the L-fuzzy real line R(L) [3] 
are obtained. Among the results of this paper are the following: suitability is 
L-fuzzy productive; nondegenerate 1 *-Hausdorff spaces are suitable, so such 
subspaces of Z(L), (0, 1) (L), and R(L) are suitable; Z(L), (0, 1) (L), and R(L) are 
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not suitable; and no suitable subspace of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or R(L) is an L-fuzzy 
retract of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or R(L), respectively. This last result indicates that 
without restrictions there cannot be an L-fuzzy extension theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
The definitions of L-fuzzy sets, L-fuzzy topologies, and related concepts are 
found in [l-3,5]; the definitions of a+compactness and a*-compactness are found 
in [3]; the definitions of cu-HausdoriI, or*-Hausdorff, or-Tietze, cu*-Tietze, Al-clo- 
sed, &*-closed, a-property, and ol*-property are found in [4]. (X, 7’) is anl-fuzzy 
topological space (abbreviated L-fts). If A C X, p(A) denotes the characteristic 
function for A defined on X and T(A) d enotes the subspace L-fuzzy topology 
induced on A. Each lattive L in this paper is completely distributive, possesses 
infimum 0 and supremum 1, and is equipped with an order-reversing involution 
(Y --+ 01’. The following subsets of L are useful (cf. [3]): Lc = {a EL: OL is com- 
parable to each /I EL}, La = {CZ E Lc: there is /3 E LC such that 01 < /3 and [(Y, /3] is 
a chain). It is often assumed in this paper that 0 ELM. The following result is 
used in Sections 3 and 4. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following statements hold. 
(1) OL E Lc implies 01’ EL”. 
(2) [IX, /I] C Lc impZies [/3’, a’] CL”. 
(3) 0 E Ld implies there is 01 E La such that [a, l] C Le. 
(4) La contains a chain of two elements implies there is OT ELa such that 
01 > 01’ and there is jI E Ld such that /I’ >, /I. 
(5) If 0 E La, then L contains at least three elements iff there is (Y E Ld such 
that 01 2 01’. 
(6) If Ld contains 0 and at least one other element, then there is (II EL such 
that 01 > LY’. 
(7) If 0 E Ld, then (0, 1) CL i# there is 01 E La such that OL > LY’. 
Proof. To show (l), let OL ELM and let /3 EL. Then a is comparable to fi’ and 
(p’) = /I implies 01’ is comparable to /3. To show (2), let [OL, /3] C Le. Then 
y E [ar, B] implies y ELM. Let y E [/3’, OL’]. Then y’ E [ar, /I] implies y ELM, so 
[3’, ar’] CLG. (3) follows from (2). To show (4), let [cyr , as] be a chain of L 
contained in Ld. By (2), [a; , ai] C Lc. Hence & E Ld. Now as and ai are com- 
parable, so choose a! to be either 01~ or ak . To show (5), consider two cases. If 
0 = A(L - {0}), then La contains a chain of L with infinitely many elements, so 
(5) follows from (4). If 0 # h(L - {0}), let /3 = A(L - (0)). Then p’ = 
V(L - (I}) and /3’ gLd. Choosing (Y = /Y, a > 0~‘. Sufficiency is trivial. The 
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condition of (6) impliesL contains at least three elements, so (6) follows from (5). 
(7) follows immediately from (5). 
DEFINITION 2.1. If A C X, then A is nontrkx’ul iff 4 G A L X and A is non- 
degenerate iff A contains at least two elements. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A is a suitable closed set in (X, 7’) iff A is a nontrivial subset 
of X and p(A) is anL-fuzzy closed set in (X, T), i.e., [p(A)]’ E T. If (X, T) has a 
suitable closed set, (X, T) is a suitable L-fts. A is a suitable open set in (X, T) iff 
A is a nontrivial subset of X and p(A) is an L-fuzzy open set in (X, T), i.e., 
~(-4) E T. A is a suitable open set iff X - A is a suitable closed set. (X, T) is 
suitable iff (X, T) has a suitable open set. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (X, T) is nonconstant iff there is u E T such that {x E X 
such tat U(X) < I} is non-trivial. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let ,4 C X. A is an L-fuzzy retract of X in (X, T) (abbre- 
viated F-retract) if there is an F-continuous Y: (X, T) + (A, T(A)) such that 
Y(X) = x for each x E A. 
3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SUITABLE SETS AND SUITABLE SPACES 
In Theorems 3.1(4), 3.1(5), 3.3(3), 3.5(l), and 3.5(3), it is assumed that 0 E Ld. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a nontrivial subset of (X, T) and let 9? and 9’ be a 
basis and a subbasis for T, respectively. The following are equivalent. 
(1) A is a suitable open [closed] set. 
(2) X - A [A, respectively] is 1 *-closed. 
(3) T(A) [T(X - A), respectively] C T. 
(4) For each a EL - {I} and for each x E A [X - A, respectively] there is 
u E 9? such that U(X) > 01 and u(y) = 0 f or each y E X - A [A, respectively]. 
(5) For each MEL -{I} andf OY each x 6 A [X - A, respectively] there is 
CS , ,..., sn} C 9’ such that (sl A ... A sn) (x) > a: and (sl A ... A s,) (y) = 0 for 
each y E X - A [A, respectively]. 
Proof. (1) implies (2) is immediate. As for (2) implies (I), X - A is l*- 
closed implies for each x E A there is ur E T such that u,(x) = 1 and u%(y) = 0 
for each YEX- A; so p(A) = VzeAu,. (1) implies (3) follows from the 
definition of the L-fuzzy subspace topology on A [2] and (3) implies (1) follows 
from p(A) E T(A) C T. (1) implies (4) follows from Proposition 2.1(3) and the 
definition of basis for an L-fuzzy topology [2], and (4) implies (1) follows since 
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144 = Vvd~4))~~ u,. (4) iff (5) f o 11 ows from the definition of subbasis for an 
L-fuzzy topology [2]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, T) be an L-fts. The following statements hold. X is 
assumed nondegenerate in (3). 
(1) (X, T) is suitable implies (X, T) is nonconstant. 
(2) Jf (X, T) has the 1 *-property, then (X, T) is suitable ifl (X, T) is non- 
constant. This equivalence holds for any subspace (Y, T(Y)). 
(3) (X, T) is 1 *-Hausdorff imphes (X, T) an each nondegenerate subspace d 
are suitable. 
(4) (X, T) has a suitable set A implies a subspace (Y, T(Y)) is suitable if Y 
intersects A and X - A. 
Proof. (1) is immediate by definition. As for (2), we note that (X, T) has the 
1 *-property iff {A: A is 1 *-closed} = ({x E X: u(x) $ l}: u E T} iff {A: A is a 
suitable closed set} u (4, X} = {{x E X: u(x) < l}: u E T} (Theorem 3.1(2)). To 
complete sufficiency in (2), there is u E T such that A = {x: u(x) < I} is non- 
trivial. Hence A is a suitable closed set. The second statement of (2) holds since 
the 1 *-property is hereditary (Proposition 2.1(l) of [4]). To show (3) it follows 
that each nontrivial 1 *-compact subset is 1 *-closed (Theorem 5.2(I) of [4]) and 
hence suitable (Theorem 3.1(2)). In particular, finite point sets are closed 
suitable sets of which X has at least two. Each nondegenerate subspace is 
suitable since each subspace is 1 *-Hausdorff (Proposition 5.2(l) of [4]). (4) 
follows since each of Y n A and Y n (X - A) are suitable sets in (Y, T(Y)). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X = {xi , x,}, let L = 1, and let 
T = 
I 
cl(+), P(X), u = c~(C4, v = ; 
I. 
x = x1 
x = x2 ’ 
uvv 
i 
Then (X, T) is suitable, but is not 1 *-Hausdorff nor 1 *-Tietze nor has the 
1 *-property. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, TI) and (Y, T,) be L-fts and let f, g: X-t Y. The 
following statements hold. The spaces of (2) and (5) are assumed nondegenerate. 
(1) If f is F-continuous and onto, then (Y, T,) is suitable implies (X, TI) is 
suitable. 
(2) If f is l-l and F-continuous, then (Y, T,) is 1 *-Hausdorff implies 
(X, TI) is suitable. 
(3) If f, g are F-continuous, f f g, and there is x E X such that f(x) = g(x), 
then (Y, T,) is 1 *-Hausdorff implies (X, TI) is suitable. 
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(4) Iffis I-1 andF-open, then (X, Tl) is suitable implies (Y, Tz) is suitable. 
The same conclusion holds iff is 1-l and F-closed. 
(5) Under the same conditions as (4), (X, TJ is 1 *-HausdorfJ implies (Y, TJ 
is suitable. 
Proof. To show (l), let A be a suitable open set in Y. Then f -l(A) is a non- 
trivial subset of X and p[f -l(A)] = f -+(A)) is an L-fuzzy open set in X. (2) 
follows from (1) and the fact that (f(X), T,(f(X))) is I*-Haudorff and hence 
suitable (Theorem 5.3(l) of [4], Th eorem 3.2(3)). (3) follows from Theorem 
3.1(2) and the fact that (x: f (x) = g(x)} is a nontrivial I*-closed subset in X 
(Theorem 5.3(l) of [4].) To show (4), let A be a suitable open set in X. Now 
fM4 (Y) = “W) w: A-- Ef -l(y)) 
= 0, 
i 
1, Y Ef (A) 
Y Ef(X - A) 
0, YEY-f(X) 
= p(f (A)) (Y) 
is an L-fuzzy open set in Y and f (A) is a nontrivial subset in Y. (5) follows from 
(4) and Theorem 3.2(3). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (A, T(A)) be an L-fuzzy subspace of (X, T). The following 
statements hold. A is assumed’nontrivial in (1). 
(1) (X, T) is 1 *-Hausdorfl and A is an F-retract of X imply A is a suitable 
closed set. 
(2) f : (X, T) ---f (A, T(A)) is an F-retraction t;rf f is an F-continuous idem- 
potent map onto A. 
(3) (A, T(A)) is suitable and A is an F-retract of (X, T) imply (X, T) is 
suitable. 
(4) The following are equivalent: 
(i) A is an F-retract of X; 
(ii) for each L-fts (Y, S), each F-continuous f: (A, T(A)) -+ (Y, 5’) ex- 
tends to an F-continuous g: (X, T) -+ (Y, S); and 
(iii) i: (A, T(A)) + (A, T(A)) ex en s t d t o an F-continuous g: (X, T) -+ 
(4 T(A))* 
(5) (A, T(A)) is suitable and (X, T) is not suitable impt’y that there is L-fts 
(Y, S) and F-continuous f: (A, T(A)) -+ (Y, S) not extending to F-continuous 
g: (X T) - (Y 9. 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 3.1(2) and Theorem 5.3(4) of [4]. To 
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show necessity in (2), let x E X. Thenf(x) E A; hencef(f(x)) =f(~). To show 
sufficiency in (2), let x E A. Then there is y E X such that f(y) = x; hence 
f(4 = f(f(Y)) = f(Y) = x. (3) f o 11 ows from Theorem 3.3(l). To show (i) 3 (ii) 
in (4), let Y: (X, T) --f (A, T(A)) be an F-retraction. Then g = f 0 Y. (ii) 3 (iii) 
is trivial and for (iii) => (i), g is an F-retraction. To show (5), we note by (3) 
that A is not an F-retract and hence by (4)(iii) that the map i does not extend. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, T), (Y, S), and (X, Ts) for each /3 E 5? be L-fts. The 
following statements hold. In (2), nBel X, is assumed nondegenerate and 1 g / > 1. 
(1) If P is the L-fuzzy product topology, then flpEg A, is suitable open 
only if some (X, , T,) is suitable. Also, (nBEB X, , P) is suitable if some (X, , To) 
is suitable. 
(2) If each (X, , T,) is 1 *-Hausdorff, then each slice X, x {x,,: y # ,8} is a 
suitable closed set in (J&Es X, , P). 
(3) If 1 # V(L - {l}) and X is 1 *-compact, then A, x A, is suitable closed 
in X x Y and A, $ Y imply (Y, S) is suitable. 
Proof. To show necessity in (l), let A = I&e9 A, be suitable open. Since 
A is a nontrivial subset, there is {xa} E nfie8 X, - A. Hence there is /3,, 
such that xs, $ PBO(A), so pBO(A) is a nontrivial subset of Xs, . Now p(A) E P 
implies ~(4 = VvEL (~,sT P;‘(GJ) w h ere each uB,, E T, and where for each 
y E r, except for finitely many of the z+,,‘s, u,, = p(Xs). We show %&A) is 
suitable open. Let zoo epBD(A) and let z E A such that pBO(z) = zpO . Let OL EL - 
(1); W.L.O.G. CYEL~ (Proposition 2.1(3)). Hence there is Y~EF such that 
[*,a P;;‘h3v,ll(-4 >(y* so %oYo @f,> =u0,&9,(4) = b;~b43,,>1 (4 > a. Let 
ys, E X, - pBo(A). Referring to this same z, for /? # /3,, chose ys = ps(z) and let 
Y = {YB) x {YP,). As above, for each 18 f A T [P&S, )I (Y) = ~P~‘OG~,)I (4 
> 0~. Buty E nIBcB & - A implie$p~,%+,,) A (&Q, p~(uo,,))l ( y) = 0, hence 
up0y0(y40) = [p-l(uBO,J] (y) = 0. Thus condition (4) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied 
and pe&A) is suitable open. To show the converse in (l), let (X, , Te) be suitable 
for some /3 E g. Then pa being onto and F-continuous (see [5]) implies via 
Theorem 3.3(l) that (naE9 X, , P) is suitable. To show (2), let (X, , T,) be 
1 *-Hausdorff for each /3 E %?. Then by Theorem 5.1(2) of [4] each slice is 
1 *-closed and hence suitable closed (Theorem 3.1(2)). For (3), let A = A, x A, 
be a suitable closed set in (X x Y, P). Then A is 1*-closed and the projection 
of A into Y is 1 *-closed (Theorem 5.3(5) of [4]), hence suitable closed (A, $ Y). 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE SUITABLE SUBSPACES OF I(L), (0, l)(L), AND R(L) 
It is assumed in this section that 0 E Ld, except for Proposition 4.1, Lemma 4.1, 
and Definitions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
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PROPOSITION 4. I. Let [A] be a member ofI( (0, 1) (L), OY R(L). The following 
statements hold 
(1) Let LY E Lc. There is a(& u) E [-co, +co] such that for some represen- 
take, say A, A(t) q 01’ z# t > a(& OL), and there is b(A, a) E [--a, fog] such 
that for some representative, say A, A(t) > (Y i# t < b(X, a). 
(2) Let cy EL’. There is a*(& a) E [-CO, + m] such that for some repre- 
sentative, say A, A(t) < 0~’ $f t > a*(& cu), and there is b*(A, a) E [-a, +a] such 
that for some representative, say A, h(t) > c1 zy t < b*(h, a). 
Proof. (I) and (2) are a slight modification and extension of Proposition 7.1 
of [4] which follow from Proposition 2.1(l). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X C W), (0, 1) (L), or R(L). We say X is H*(l) L) 
if for each [A], [p] E X, a*(& 1) < a(~, 0) or b(p, 0) < b*(h, 1). We say X is 
P*(l , L) if both of I and II hold. 
I. For each [A], [CL] E X one of the following holds. 
(1) A*@, I) = a*(~, 1) and b*(A, 1) = b*(p, l), 
(2) a*@, 1) G a(~, 0) or b(p, 0) < b*(h 11, 
(3) a*(~, 1) < 44 0) or b(4 0) < b*(p, 1). 
II. For each [A] E X the following holds. ([CL,,]: y E C} C X such that 
either a*(& 1) < a*(~~, 1) for each YE C or b*(pv, 1) < b*(h, 1) for each 
YE C implies {[pv]: y E C} = {[p,,l]: y E C,} U {[pTz]: y E C,} where a*(& 1) < 
Vyccl {4~Lyl, 0) and VYeCz {b(pvz, 0)) < b*(A, l), where C, or C, could be empty. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, T(X)) be a subspace of I(L), (0, l), OY R(L). The 
following statements hold. 
(1) (X, T(X)) is l*-Huusdorffi#Xis H*(l,L) i#(X, T(X)) is 1*-Tietze. 
(2) (X, T(X)) has the 1 *-property i# X is P*(l, L), assuming 1 # 
w - UH. 
Proof. The proof of (1) from Proposition 4.1(2) follows that of Theorems 
7.1(2) and 7.2(2) of [4] from Proposition 7.1(2) of [4], and the proof of (2) from 
Proposition 4.1(2) f o 11 ows that of Theorem 7.3(2) of [4] from Proposition 7.1(2) 
of [4], using the fact that 0 eLd. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The following statements are corollary to Theorem 4.1 and 
Section 3, where {O,l} $Z L, X is nondegenerate in (4) and (5), and 1 # V(L - (I}) 
in (4) and (7). 
(1) None of I(L), (0, 1) (L), and R(L) is I*-Tietze OY l*- Hausdorff. 
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(2) I us a subspace of I(L) and R(L), (0, 1) as a subspuce of (0, 1) (L) and 
R(L), and R us a subspuce of R(L) me suitable. 
(3) X is H*(l,L) implies X is P*(l,L). 
(4) X is H*( 1, L) implies (X, T(X)) is suitable. 
(5) (X, T(X)) is 1*-Tietze implies (X, T(X)) has the 1 *-property and 
is suitable. 
(6) PI, [PI E X such that a(& 0) # a(~, 0) or b(X, 0) # b(p, 0) imply 
(X, T(X)) is nonconstant. 
(7) The condition of (6) and P*(l,L) imply (X, T(X)) is suitable. 
(8) No 1 *-HuusdorfJ subspuce of I(L) [(0, 1) (L), Iw(L)] strictly contains 
I [(0, I), R, respectiwely]. Th ere are uncountubZy many 1 *-Huusdorfi subspaces of 
I(L) [(0, 1) (L), [w(L)] intersecting I [(0, l), Iw, respectively]. This statement holds if 
“intersecting” is replaced by “not intersecting.” 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let X be a subset of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or R(L). We say X is 
S(L) iff X possesses a nontrivial subset A such that for each [A] E A and for 
each OL E Lc - {l}, X - A = B u C such that a(& a) < hl,,l,, {a(~, 0)) and 
V[,lec {b(p, 0)} < b(X, (Y), where B or C could be empty. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, T(X)) be a subspace of I(L), (0, l), OY R(L). Then 
(X, T(X)) is suitable ifl X is S(L). Furthermore, A is a suitable open set in X ifi A 
satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.2. 
Proof. To show necessity, assume A is a nontrivial subset of X such that 
p(A) E T(X). Note that a basis for T(X) is {L, A R, A p(X): t, s E W}, where 
L,[h] = (A,,, h(r))’ and R,[h] = V7,s h(r) (see [3]). It follows that (L, A R,) [A] 
> OL iff u(h, a) < t and s < b(h, a), and (L, A R,) [I*] = 0 iff t < a(~, 0) or 
b(+q 0) < s. For each [A] E A and for each (Y E LC - {l}, there are t(h, LY), s(h, a) E 
R such that (Lt(A,a) A RdA.d) PI > O1 and (Jh*d A %a)) [PI = 0 for each 
each [CL] E X - A; this follows from Theorem 3.1(4) and Proposition 2.1(3). 
Hence t(h, a) > u(h, a) and s(X, a) < b(h, CU), and for each [c;] E X - A either 
@, 4 d +L, 0) or b(p, 0) < s(/\, a). Let X - A = B u C, where B = 
{[CL] E X - A: t(l\, a) < a(~, 0)} and C = ([CL] E X - A: b(p, 0) < s(h, a)}. We 
have a(& a) < t(h, a) < A LIMB W, 0)) and VL,I.~ U& ON < sGt 4 < W, 4. 
The condition is satisfied, X is S(L). Now if X is S(L), then the t(A, (Y), s(X, a) 
of the above can be chosen for each [A] E A (nontrivial) and for each OL E LC - {I}. 
By reversing the steps of necessity, we can obtain J&J A R,(A,,) such that 
&(A,~) A%A,~)) PI > 0~ and &(A.~) AR,d [PI = 0 for each [PI E X - A. 
Hence by Theorem 3.1(4) and Proposition 2.1(3), A is a suitable open set, 
(X, T(X)) is suitable, and sufficiency is established. 
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LEMMA 4.1. The following statements hold. 
(1) NE R(L) d an OL E Lc - (0) imply -co > a(h, a) and b(h, a) < + co. 
(2) [h] E R(L) and (Y E Lc - (1) imply a(X, a) < + 00 and - 00 < b(X, a). 
(3) Let 01 E Ld such that a: 3 (Y’. 
(i) For each a, b E R such that a < b, there is [X] E R(L) such that 
a(X, 0) = b(X, a) = a and b = a(/\, a) = b(X, 0). 
(ii) For each [CL] E R(L), ---CO < b(p, a) < a& a) < +CO. 
Proof. To show (1) we have that cy’ # 1 since cy # 0. If a(& a) = --co, 
then h(t) < 01’ < I for all t E R. Hence V{A(t): t E R} ,< (Y’ < 1, which contra- 
dicts [h] being in R(L). Similarly b(h, a) < +co. To show (2), we have that 
OL # 1 since OL E Ld, hence 01’ # 0. If a(& a) = + 03, then h(t) > (Y’ > 0 for all 
t E R. Hence A{h(t): t E R} > 01’ > 0, which contradicts [X] being in R(L). 
Similarly b(X, a) > ---a. To show (3)(i), we assume there is (Y E Ld such that 
(Y > 0~‘. It follows that 1 > OL >, 01’ > 0. Let c E (a, b). Define X: II8 + L by 
h(t) = 1 if t<a 
=Ci if a<t<c 
a. ’ if c<t<b 
=o if t > 6. 
It is not pertinent how X is defined on {a, c, 6). It follows that a(X, 0) = b(h, a) = a 
and b = a(h, a) = b(h, 0). To show (3)(ii), we observe that t E (a&, or), b(p, a)) 
iff cz < p(t) < OL’, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 4.3. If (0, l} GL, then R(L) and (0, 1) (L) are not suitable. If 
L = (0, I}, then R(L) and (0, 1) (L) are suitable. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 it suffices to show R(L) is not S(L). Suppose that 
R(L) is S(L). Let A be that nontrivial subset specified in Definition 4.2, let 
01 E La such that 01 3 a’ (Proposition 2.1(7)), let [Ar] E A, and let X - A = 
B, U C, , where B, and C, are as specified in Definition 4.2. By Lemma 4.1(3)(ii), 
b(h, , a) < a(h, , a), and for each [I*] E R(L), a(p, 0) < a(p, a) < +oo and 
-co < b(p, a) < b(p, 0). At least B, or C, is nonempty. We consider the case 
when both B, and C, are nonempty. It follows that - 03 < V[ulscl {b(p, 0)) < 
44 9 4 G 44 7 4 < ‘h~orr, @(P, 0)) -=c + co. Let a, bE R such that --co < 
a < V[ul.C, {b(p, 0)} and A[J~~, (u(p, 0)) < b < + co. Then a < b. By Lemma 
4.1(3)(i) there is [AJ E R(L) such that a(X, , 0) = b(& , a) = a and b = a(& , cx) 
= b(X, , 0). Since b(A, , 0) > b(h, , a) and a@, , 0) < a(X, , (Y), [h,] $ B, u C, , 
i.e., [ha] E A. Since R(L) is S(L), X - A = B, u C, , where B, and Ca are as 
specified in Definition 4.2. Since a(& , 4 < * ru~s~2 W, 0)) and Vrulec, V& 0)) 
< b(& , (Y), then either B, n C, # 4 or C, n B, # 4, i.e., either there is [p] 
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such that a(X, , a) < a(& , a) < a(~, 0) < b(p, 0) < b(X, , 01), a contradiction, or 
there is [CL] such that a(/\, , a) < a(/~, 0) < B(p, 0) < b(X, , 01), a contradiction. 
Now if C, is empty, let a, b E R such that ---co < a < b(h, , a) and 
l\[~~s, (a(~, 0)} < b < + co. Then contradictions are obtained in a way similar 
to the above. Now if B, is empty, let a, b, E R such that --co < a < 
V[ulscl (Q, 0)) and a(/\, , a) < b < foe. Then contradictions are obtained in 
a manner similar to the above. Hence, our supposition that R(L) is S(L) is false, 
and R(L) is not suitable. To show that (0, I) (L) is not suitable, we have that 
(0, 1) (L) is F-homeomorphic to R(L) (see [3]) and that suitability is an L-fuzzy 
topological invariant (Theorem 3.3(l)). Th e conclusion follows from the fact 
that R(L) is not suitable. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let [A,], [AI] be equivalence classes determined by A,: 
R --f L such that 
&i(t) = 1, t<O 
= 0, t>O 
and A,: R +L such that 
A,(t) = 1, t<l 
= 0, t > 1, 
where the definitions at 0 and 1, respectively, are not pertinent. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (0, l> g L. The following statements hold. 
(1) Z(L) - {[A,], [A,]}, Z(L) - {[A,]}, and Z(L) - {[A,]} me not suitable 
open sets in Z(L). 
(2) (0, 1) (L) is not a suitable open set in Z(L). 
(3) A is not a suitable open set in Z(L) ;f A n (0, 1) (L) # $ and (Z(L) - A) 
n (0, l)(L) +4. 
(4) A is not a suitable open set in Z(L) ;f A C Z(L) - (0, 1) (L). 
(5) A is not a suitable open set in Z(L) if{[X,], [A,]} n [Z(L) - A] S: Z(L) - A 
and (0, I)(L) 5;’ A. 
(6) Z(L) is not suitable. (If L = (0, l}, Z(L) is suitable.) 
(7) (0, 1) (L) u QN, [&II, (0, 1) CL) ” IhJh and (0, l)(L) u @J) are 
suitable subspaces of Z(L) in which [0, 11, [0, l), and (0, l] can be L-fuzzy topolo- 
gicully embedded, respectiwely. These subspaces are the only suitable subspaces of 
Z(L) containing (0, 1) (L). 
Proof. To show that (1) holds, let cx E Ld such that 01 > 01’. By Lemma 
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4.1(3)(i), there is [A] E R(L) such that 0 = a(h, 0) = b(h, a) and a(& a) = 
b(h, 0) = 1. Hence [A] EI(L) - {[A,], [Al]}, so [A] E A, where A is one of the 
three given subsets. Now 6 4 Q: 4,~ MEL, 0)) and V[,J~~ {&ON Q: 
b(X, a) for each B C {[A,], [Ai]} and for each CC {[A,], [A,]}. Hence none of the 
three given subsets is a suitable open set in I(L) by Theorem 4.2. To show (2) 
holds, let 01 EL* such that (Y 3 (Y’. By Lemma 4.1(3)(i), there is [p] E [w(L) such 
that 0 = a(/\, 0) = 6(X, a) and a(& a) = 6(A, 0) = 1. Then [CL] $ I(L) - (0, 1) (L) 
since V{p(t): t > 0} # 1 and A{,(t): t < 1} # 0. Let [A] E (0, 1) (L). Then 
V{yt): t > 0} = 1 and A{A(t): t < 1} = 0 imply that 0 < b(p, a) < 1 and, 
since (Y’ > 0, that 0 < a(& a) < 1. We have a(h, a) 4: a(~, 0) and B(p, 0) Q: 
b(X, a). Hence I(L) - (0, 1) (L) # B u C, where a(/\, a) < ArUlea {a(~, 0)) and 
V~,,J~~ {b(p, 0)) < b(h, a). By Theorem 4.2, (0, 1) (L) is not a suitable open set in 
I(L). (3) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 3.2(4). To 
show (4) let (Y E Ld such that (II 2 0~’ and let [A] E A C I(L) - (0, 1) (L) C [w(L). 
Then by Lemma 4.1(3)(ii), b(A, a) < u(h, a). Now I(L) - A contains (0, l), 
where each Y E (0, 1) is identified with [pII, where a(~~, 0) = 6(pr, 0) = Y. It 
follows that (0, l)q B u C where a(A, a) < A[,J,, {a(~, 0)) and VLJ~~ (b(u, 0)} 
< b(X, CZ). Hence I(L) - A cannot be so written, and by Theorem 4.2, A is not a 
suitable open set in I(L). To show (5), let [CL] EI(L) - A such that [IL] $ {[A,], 
b41). Now [PI $ (0, 1) W) im ~1 ies V{p(t): t > 0} < 1 or A{p(t): t < l} > 0. 
Suppose the former. Then [p] # [A,,] implies V{p(t): t > 0} > 0. Hence a(~, 0) 
= 0 < b(p, 0) < 1. Now Proposition 2.1(3) implies there is LY ELM - (0). Let 
a, b E (0, b(p, 0)) such that a < b. Define A: [w -+L such that A(t) = 1 if t < a, 
A(t) = (Y if cy < t < 6, and h(t) = 0 if t > b. Then a(~, 0) = 0 < a = u(A, 0) = 
b(X, a) < u(h, a) < b(h, 0) = b < b(p, 0). Clearly [A] E (0, 1) (L) _C A and [CL] $ 
B u C where a(& a) < A[,,lE8 {a(~, 0)) and V[elsc {b(p, 0)) < b(& a). Hence 
I(L) - A cannot be so written; by Theorem 4.2 A is not a suitable open set 
in I(L). (6) is an immediate consequence of (l)-(5). To show (7), let 
x = (0, 1) CL) ” @,I, [U and let A=(O,l)(L). Then X-A=BuC, 
where B = ([A,]} and C = {[A,]}. Let (Y EL* and let [A] E A. Then a@, a) < 1 = 
a(,$ , 0) and b(h, , 0) = 0 < b(A, m). By Theorem 4.2 (X, T(X)) is suitable. It 
follows in the same way that (0, 1) (L) is a suitable open set in each of (0, 1) (L) u 
{[A,]} and (0, 1) (L) u ([A,]}. That these three are the only suitable subspaces of 
I(L) containing (0, I) (L) f o 11 ows from the proofs of (l)-(5). 
Remark 4.1. In [3] it is stated that (0, 1) (L) is the largest crisp open subset 
of I(L) not containing {[A,], [Ai]}, which would imply (0, 1) (L) is a suitable 
open set inI( This is not true. In the proof in [3] it is stated that [A] E (0, 1) (L) 
iff [A] E I(L) and VIEtll (Li-r,, A R,,,) [A] = 1. This is true, but not pertinent. 
The problem is that V,“=, (LIP,,, A RI,,) # 0 onI - ((0, 1) (L) U {[&], [Al]}) 
if (0, 1} s L. Just let [A] E I(L) - ((0, 1) (L) u {[&], [Ai]}) be that constructed in 
the proof of Lemma 4.1(3)(i), where a = 0 and b = 1. Then VzEl (Ll-lin A 
IL,) [A] = c-i # 0. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let X be a subset of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or R(L). We say X is 
LSB(L) [E%(L)] iff there is a nontrivial subset A of X and there is t E R such 
that a(& a) < t [t < b(X, OL), respectively] for each [A] E A and for each oi E Lc 
- {I} and t < a(~, 0) [b(p, 0) < t, respectively] for each [CL] E X - A. We say 
X is B(L) iff there is a nontrivial subset A of X and there are t, s E R such that 
u(X, a) < t and s < b(h, a) f or each [A] E A and for each OL E Lc - (1) and 
b(p, 0) < s or t < a(~, 0) for each [CL] E X - A. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a subset ofI( (0, 1) (L), or [w(L), let 9 =(L, A p(X): 
t E R}, let 9 = {R, h p(X): t E W>, and let g = {L, A R, A p(X): t, s E rW>. The 
following statements hold. 
(1) GY T(X)) P assesses a suitable open set A such that p(A) E 9 iff X is 
LSB(L). A is such a set i# A satisfies the conditions of Definition (4.3, 
(2) WY T(X)) P assesses a suitable open set A such that p(A) E 9 ifl X is 
RSB(L). A is such a set iff A satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.3. 
(3) (X, T(X)) possesses a suitable open set A such that p(A) E 5? i# X is 
B(L). A is such a set ifJ A sutisjies the conditions of Definition (4.3). 
Proof. To show necessity in (l), let A be a nontrivial subset of X and let L, 
exist such that L,[h] = 1 if [A] E A and L&l = 0 if [cl] E X - A. Now L,[h] = 1 
iff ArCt A(r) = 0 iff t > a@, a) f or each 01 E Lc - {l}, and L&l = 0 iff ArCt p(r) 
= 1 iff t < a(~, 0). Necessity follows. Sufficiently reverses the steps of necessity. 
The proofs of (2) and (3) are similar to that of (1). 
COROLLARY 4.2. The following are an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5. 
(1) Let X = (0, 1) (L) u {[X,]}. Then (0, 1) (L) E SF’. 
(2) Let X = (0, 1) (L) u {[&,I}. Then (0, 1) (L) E 9. 
(3) Let X = (0, 1) (L) u {[A,,], [Al]}. Then (0, 1) (L) ~a’, the X of (2) is in 
9, and the X of (1) is in 9’. 
Proof. In (1) choose t = 1, in (2) choose t = 0, in (3) choose t = 1 and 
s = 0, t = 1, and t = 0, respectively. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let (0, l} $ L. The following statements are corollary to the 
previous results of this paper. 
(1) There are uncountably muny suitubZe subspaces of I(L) (0, 1) (L), or 
[w(L) that are not I*-Tietxe or I*-Huusdorfl. Of the uboce subspaces, there ure 
uncountably many containing I, (0, l), or Iw, respectively. This statement holds if 
“containing” is replaced by “strictly intersecting” or by “not intersecting.” 
(2) There are uncountably many LSB(L) subspaces of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or 
F!(L) containing I, (0, I), or Iw, respectively. This statement holds if “containing” 
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is replaced by “strictly intersecting” or by “not intersecting.” These statements hold 
if “L,(L)” is replaced by “RSB(L)” or by “B(L).” 
(3) I(L) is not 1 *-closed in [w(L), (0, 1) (L) u {[A& [A,]} is not I *-closed in 
Z(L) or Iw(L), and no 1 *-compact, nontrivial subspace of I(L), (0, l)(L), or [w(L) 
is 1 *-closed in I(L), (0, 1) (L), or Iw(L), respectively. 
(4) No F-continuous map can be defined from I(L), (0, I) (L), or Iw(L) onto 
any suitable of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or E!(L), respectively. No one-to-one, F-open map 
can be defined from any suitabZe subspace of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or [w(L) into I(L), 
(0, 1) (L), or [w(L), respectively. In particular, the inclusion maps of suitable sub- 
spaces are not F-open. 
(5) No suitable subspace of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or [w(L) is an F-retract of I(L), 
(0, 1) (L), or [w(L), respectively. No F-continuous mapping defined from any sub- 
space of I(L), (0, 1) (L), or [w(L) onto I, onto (0, 1) (L) U {[&I, [&I}, or onto any 
suitable subspace will extend to I(L), (0, 1) (L), or [w(L), respectively. 
(6) Each F-continuous mapping of I(L) into I(L) which maps (0, 1) (L) onto 
(0, 1) CL) inverts (0, 1) (L) U {Ilhol, PJ) into (0, 1) (4 u WA, hl>. 
(7) The L-fuzzy almost cube &rI(L), x [(0, 1) (L) u {[A,], [AI]}] is 
suitable. 
(8) Previous results holding for I(L) or (0, 1) (L) also hold for [a, b] (L) or 
(a, b)(L), respectivet’y, where a, b E [w such that a < b. 
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